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Masquers prepares
for final show
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Sports
Lady Pirates filet Sallfish

Armstrong's womens
basketball team (4-1)
hosted Palm Beach Atlantic
(1-3) Nov. 25 in Alumni
Arena taking double digit
victory 77-62.
The Pirates return to the
court from a victory over
Anderson 79-68 in the 2012
Fairfield Inn and Suites
Classic Nov. 17.

The Luck of the Irish
Continues

The Notre Dame Fighting
Irish squeaked away one
more win to become 12-0
and earn a spot in the BCS
national championship
game.

Pirates outlast Flagler, 3-2

ST. AUGU STINE, Fla. — The
Armstrong volleyball squad
hit .455 in the pivotal fifth set
to capture the 2012 Peach
Belt Conference volleyball
tournament cham- pionship
Nov. 18 with a 3-2 win over
Flagler College in
St. Augustine, Fla. Set
scores were: 15-25, 25-18
25-19, 21-25, 15-12.
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Opinions
Where should
conservatives sit?
In my last column, I
discussed the libertarian
alternative to the
Republican Party — a
fiscally conservative yet
socially liberal philosophy
inclined towards minimal
federal government
— that might appeal
to independents and
moderate liberals.
In this column, I'll explain
the conservative alternative
and what some people
believe to be the roots of
Republican ideology, a
balance between liberty
and morality.
Page 4

Arts
Helen Mirren reveals
genius of Hitchcock
It's been 30 years since
Alfred Hitchcock died,
and more than 50 years
since his most famous
film —• "P sycho." So while
his name, reputation
and image remain in the
public consciousness,
generations have grown
up not knowing much
more than that about him.

"Lincoln" brings history
to life
Filmmaker Steven Spielberg
is known for making films
of epic proportions. He
created a monstrous great
white shark in 'Jaws,"
brought dinosaurs back to
life in "Jurassic Park," and
put viewers in the middle
of battle of WWII in "Saving
Private Ryan."
However, his latest project ,
may be his most ambitious
work to date. Making a
historical biopic is daunting
enough, but Spielberg's
latest film sets out to
actualize Abraham Lincoln
on film.
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Savannah Winds sets tone for new season
BY REILLY MESCO

arts.inkwell@gmail.com
Although it is known as the
most wonderful time of the
year by most people, the holiday
season is often considered to be
the most stressful time of year as
well.
The
Savannah
Winds,
Armstrong's resident community
concert band, offered a brief
respite to the impending feelings
of stress that often accompany
people during this time of year
with the ensembles 2012-2013
subscription season opener
"Transformations" Nov. 27 in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The ensemble, which is
celebrating its 35th anniversary
this
year,
performed
an
invigorating selection of music,
ranging from pieces from a suite
of music from Georges Bizet's
opera "Carmen" and Gioacchino
Rossini's "William Tell Overture"
and also included one of Bach's
most well-known organ classics
"Toccata & Fugue in D Minor."
All of the pieces were chosen
with the aim to provide some
alleviation to frantic, frazzled
listeners as they embark upon the
potentially migraine-inducing
task of dealing with the holidays.
The 84-person ensemble,

Armstrong s resident concert band, The Savannah Winds, plays their season opener in the Fine Arts Auditorium Nov. 27.

which consists of performers
from local high schools and
Armstrong music students to
various other musicians with
wide-ranging professions such
as homemakers and a police
officer, was as diverse as the
audience, which ranged from
Savannah College of Art and
Design students and retirees
to Armstrong president Linda
Bleicken.
.
Bleicken said she tries to

attend as many Savannah Winds
functions as she can.
"How could our students
have a better experience than
playing with people who come
from all walks of life? I try
to come and see as many as I
can. They're wonderful," she
commented. "It's fabulous,
really. They get together every
Monday night, and none
of them get paid to do this.
The William Tell overture

Heels meet pavement for
Alpha Sigma Tail fundraiser
than I thought."
Though he did not win, Nathan
Rich, sophomore political science
major and Dance-Off finalist, was
in good spirits.
"I'm happy with third place:
It's b etter than not placing at all.
Winners never quit."
Rich joked about training for
next year.
"I gotta stay in my prime."
After the Dance-Off the crowd
migrated to the field in front of
Photos by Sarah Britton the Student Union to witness the
Students race in heels outside of the Student Union in Alpha Sigma Tau's
anticipated Heel-a-Thon.
third annual Heel-a-Thon Nov. 27.
Participants were given an
opportunity
to warm up and
BY CHRISTINA LAMARRE 10,11 and 12.. The selection varied
practice.
news.inkwell@gmail.com
from heeled sandals, to wedges,
Last year, the Heel-a-Thon
to pumps, and the prettiest heels
required the men to race around
Residential Plaza rang with were snatched first.
the Student Union. This year, the
the tapping of heels Nov. 15.
"When guys put on heels they
HEELSJPAGE8
However, those high-heels weren't become a different person. They
strapped to their usual ankles. start strutting around showing
Several members of Armstrong's them off laughed sophomore
male population slipped on a pair Sarah Britton.
of high-heels for Alpha Sigma
The Dance-Off was a unique
Tau's third annual Heel-a-Thon, experience where a side of men
which raises money for St. Jude's is unleashed once a year. Men
Children's Hospital.
pranced, shimmied, and Dougied
"We hope to raise more money to the crowd's cheers. Theaudience
this year because last year we only was the judges.
did the Heel-a Thon," said Alpha
There was a three-way tie, and
Sigma Tau's Gena Hoopaugh.
the crowd screamed for a tie
This year they added a Heel breaker.
Dance-Off, Pie the VIP and a Bake
Jacob Beaver and Max Everett
sale.
both won the Dance-Off Beaver, a
Girls are allowed to participate, sophomore rehabilitation science
but the event is mainly geared major, felt good about his win.
towards men who are bold enough
"It was hard. My calves got a
to slip on heels for a cause.
good work out."
Fifteen pairs of heels were
Beaver credits his grandmother
collected for the event. The for his dance moves.
Alpha Sigma Tau ladies scoured
Everett was surprised.
Goodwill, Inc. in search of their
"I pulled them out of a hat," he SGA Senator Nathan Rich dances in
largest shoes. They aimed for sizes said. "I guess I was a better dancer heels outside the Student Union.

DoVT1ilio's

Now offering new

was wonderful, but it was all
wonderful."
Another
attendee,
Jim
Anderson, the director of
International Education at
Armstrong, used to direct the
music program and came out to
support his wife, a member of
Savannah Winds, and also the
ensemble as a whole.
"People in Savannah don't
really have another place to
hear music like this," Anderson

Photo by Vincent Haines

said. "It's another way that
Armstrong interacts and gives
back to the community. It's
not so insular, and it provides
an opportunity for musicians
who wouldn't normally get
the chance to play to perform
music.
"Most of the students are
playing in their student groups
on a daily basis. This shows the
students that no matter what
WINDS1PMJE2

Police search for missing cat

File Photo

Deputy Police Chief Wynn Sullivan is personally offering a reward for the
return of Tashi, who went missing Nov. 22

BY LARISSA ALLEN
You may want to take a closer
look at the feral cats roaming
around campus.
Armstrong's favorite gray
and white tabby cat — Tashi
— has been missing from
her temporary, home at the
campus police station since
Thanksgiving.
"We were moving things in
and out of the building and she
just walked quietly out," said
Deputy Chief Wyrin Sullivan.
No one saw Tashi make her
silent exit, but fortunately
campus police were able to view
video surveillance monitoring
the front door of the building.
"She did stop, look back, look
forward, and just walked out
the door," Sullivan said.
Missing posters have been
scattered around campus and
handed to students and faculty,
but further efforts have been
made all around Savannah to
find her.
The campus police have

posted Tashi's "missing" statu;
on Animal Control's website
travelled to Animal Contro
twice, and have also taker
posters to the neighborhood!
behind
Armstrong;
departments around campus
and to the business on the othei
side of the woods.
"We put it on two radio
stations
and
Craigslist,"
Sullivan said.
Tashi has a white belly
and paws, looks particularly
domesticated and is wearing a
blue collar with a bell.
"Hopefully, she still has
her collar on because it's a
breakaway collar, so if she did
get it caught on something
it would come off as a safety
feature," Sullivan said.
The police department hasn't
been quite the same since Tashi
left.
"Everybody wants to find
her, Sullivan said. "Numerous
people came out over the
holiday to look for her — t hat's

our 3d insid©
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Masquers closes semester
out with 'Dramarama'

Photo by Vincent Haines
Travis Spangenburg directs a scene in the upcoming Masquers play, "Dramarama."

BY REILLY MESCO

arts.inkwell@gmail.com
The Armstrong AMT Masquers will
take their final bow of the season Dec.
4, with the opening of their Fall season
finale "Dramarama," a series of oneact plays, scenes and songs directed by
students in the fall 2012 play directing
class.
The performances range from
comedy to drama, and for most
students in the class and the theater
program in general, it is a welcome
and well-deserved respite at the end of
the semester.
"Dramarama is a combination of
one-acts, directed by students in the
theater department," Josh Warnock
said. "For most of us, it's basically our
final performance."
A senior theater major with a focus
in directing, Warnock is directing "The
Big Ride" by Stephanie Alison Walker,
a semi-romance about two people
who meet on a week-long bike ride.
He has acted in several productions
on campus, and "Dramarama" will be
Warnocks third foray into directing,
something that he says is a welcome
challenge.
"Acting requires a lot of listening,
but directing is different. It requires a
lot more confidence and patience," he
said.
Although she is not directing a
play, freshman Abbie Skaines agrees
"Dramarama" is an entirely different
beast than any of the other Masquers
productions this semester and a far
cry from her role in the Masquers
production of Macbeth, in which she
played the role of a showgirl.
"It's so much less stressful, and I
don't have to walk around with feathers
on my butt," Skaines commented, who
plays the role of Helena in "The Big
Ride". "It's just so much more chill this
time and I mean, it's only two people
up there at a time. I think people
will definitely enjoy it; they'll enjoy
all the shorter plays. It gives people's
attention spans a break."

Winds
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profession you end up in, you can still
perform music. They also get a chance
to work with professionals. They're
sitting next to role models, and they're
getting to play a whole lot of music they
wouldn't normally get the chance to."
Vanessa Taylor, a SCAD animation
major, came to the concert to spark
ideas for her own work.
"I came because I wanted to listen
to some good music, but also because
I came to get some inspiration,"
Taylor said. "A lo t of classical cartoons
use classical music, so I came to get
inspiration for my own work. I really
get the feeling of a full orchestra, but
this is only my first concert, so who
knows."
Fellow
music
enthusiast
and
Armstrong student Enya Farmer, a
third-year music education major,
gladly gave up her Tuesday evening to
usher for the concert.
Most of us volunteer to be an usher,
but I volunteered because I love the

Tashi

Both Warnock and Skaines concur
that "Dramarama" has a broad appeal.
"It's a little something for everyone.
It gives a mix of stuff, plus we have
really talented actors," Skaines said.
"We have a lot of different shows,"
Warnock agreed.
Junior Travis Spangenburg, theater
major with a focus in performance,
enjoyed the mixture of emotions
found within the works showcased in
"Dramarama."
"I'm really drawn to any play or
scene that has a blend of comedy and
drama, because on one hand they're
[the characters in the play] are dealing
with the health of their marriage, and
then you have the absurd thing they're
arguing about because she's becoming
an actual bag lady," Spangenburg,
who is directing "One Tennis Shoe"
by Shel Silverstein, said.
The eclectic and varied nature of the
show reflects the overall atmosphere
of the theater department, something
junior Brittany Shired revels in.
"You get to be a bunch of different
people all the time," she said. "There's
never a dull moment. You just get to
step outside of yourself for a little bit."
A seasoned veteran of several
shows, Shired is performing in "The
Philadelphia," a play that according
to Shired is about "waking up on the
wrong side of the bed and having
nothing go your way. I play the
waitress, and I make it very difficult
to get service in 'The Philadelphia.'.
The enjoyment Shired gets from
being able to step outside of herself
is akin to the rationale Spangenburg
gives for coming to see the show.
"It's finals week, and it'll be a fun
night out, he said. "Take a break
from studying and see a little comedy,
a little drama, and just relax for a little
bit."
"Dramarama" runs Dec. 4 through
Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Armstrong's
Jenkins Hall Theater. Admission is
free and audience members are asked
to arrive somewhat early, as seating is
limited.

FROM PAGE 1

how important she is to everybody."
The campus police are trying their
best to stay optimistic during this
dismal time.
"She provides a lot of laughs for
everybody," Sullivan said. "She's
a very funny cat who has a lot of

music, and it gives me a nice excuse to
come to the show," Farmer said. "The
William Tell Overture might be my
favorite and of course Bach. You have
to go with Bach.
Its important that people come to
these performances because the first
thing is that the music is always great
but because people need to see that we
do work hard over here in the music
department, and I feel like that goes
unrecognized."
Sequestered in the darkened corridor
between the doors to leading into the
auditorium and the lobby doors, while
the ensemble began their second set,
Farmer confessed her true passion
for Savannah Winds and the music
department as a whole.
"I love that one day I'll get to
influence students like my band
director influenced me," Farmer said.
"I love the fact that I get to meet my
fellow band nerds every day. We're all
so different here, but we're all brought
together by our love of music."

personality."
Sullivan is personally offering a
reward for anyone who can find Tashi.
"Even if someone is leaving the
library at 11 p.m. and sees her, they
can call the police department and
someone will come over to see if it is
her."

1.5 miles from the AASU campus, every
Wednesday until December 5,2012.
• Oil up to 6 quarts and
filter replacement
• Free tire rotation
• Free 39-point inspection
Any additional purchases will receive our
everyday 5% AASU discount. Savannah Tire
offers FREE shuttle service.

www.savannahtire.com
11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga
(912)925-8299
Mon. - Fr i. 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m; Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Most cars and light trucks. Only valid at the Abercorn store on Wednesdays. Offer expires 12/5/12
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TIRE
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Lady Pirates filet Sailfish
BY KATIE BALCOM
sports.ixikwell@gmail.com
Armstrong's
womens
basketball team (4-1) hosted
Palm Beach Atlantic (1-3)
Nov. 25 in Alumni Arena
taking double digit victory
77-62.
The Pirates return to the
court from a victory over
Anderson 79-68 in the 2012
Fairfield Inn and Suites
Classic Nov. 17.
The Lady Pirates got off to a
quick start off the shot of No.
22 guard Bryonna Davis who
drained six outside baskets
collecting 18 points in the
first half.
The Lady Pirates went
back and forth with a tightly
matched first half. The Pirates
began to pull away going into
the half at the last minutes
when • the Sailfish countered
the Pirates with under-thebasket action closing the half
with a one-point deficit 36-35.
Senior Ashley Dolberry
lead the Sailfish during the
first half with 13 points.
The Pirates made their
presence felt after a tight first
half jumping off to quick
9-0 run from back-to-back
baskets off senior Marissa
Rimbert.
"The best part of the game
for me was just being able to
go in and help my team on
both ends of the floor and
contribute however I was

The luck of the
Irish continues

Instead
of
another
disappointment, players stepped
up huge. Redshirt freshman
quarterback Everrett Golson was
The Notre Dame Fighting Irish not always perfect, but he led
squeaked away one more win to the Irish to an undefeated year.
become 12-0 and earn a spot in Senior Theo Riddick went back to
the BCS national championship his original position— running
game.
back— s best 1-2 punches with
Tears were wiped away from Cierre Wood. Riddick capped off
Oregon and Florida fans hoping his season walking off the field
their teams still had a shot at the at USC with the game ball after
title. Now the chaos of the BCS rushing for 146 yards and one
has one clear answer: Notre Dame touchdown.
will be playing in a championship
The Fighting Irish were not led
game for the first time since by an offensive star putting up
1988.
Heisman numbers, but a warrior
The
heralded
program on defense putting up Heisman
continued to win with a dominant numbers.
defense that refused to lose all
Senior
linebacker
Manti
year long. To make the win even Te'o is the heart and soul of
sweeter, the Irish defeated rival Notre Dame, and yes he is a
USC 22-13, who started out the legit Heisman candidate. Many
year as the No. 1 team in the Heisman voters will overlook
nation.
a defensive player, but Te'o's
File Photo
Again a goal line stand by case is different than most.
senior Karolina Rykowska Manti Te'o and the Irish defense
Notre Dame does not have
drained
10
points
and saved the day
an offensive star to rely on,
collected seven rebounds and
With a little less than six making Te'o that much more
Rimbert also put up 10 points minutes to go in the game,
important. When you watched
toward
the
double-digit redshirt freshman Max Wittek hit
Notre Dame games, Te'o's
victory.
Heisman candidate Marqise Lee leadership was evident and he
"We are all focusing on in stride, but Lee was taken down
has the stats to back it up.
staying together and winning at the 1-yard line.
The
senior
led
all
as many games as possible so
After wasting over three linebackers, and was second
we can make it to the NCAA minutes trying to score on Notre
in the nation, with seven
tournament,"
Klewicki- Dame's fearless defense, USC
interceptions on the season.
McNutt said.
fullback Soma Vainuku dropped He also has 103 tackles to
The Lady Pirates return a pass in the end zone on fourthanchor the defense.
to the court Dec. 15 at and-goal to seal the victory and
Te'o could have been a first1:30p.m. tipping'off against an undefeated season for the
round draft pick after his
North Georgia in Peach Belt Fighting Irish.
junior season, but he made a
Conference action christening
No one, except maybe the commitment to Notre Dame
the season conference play.
Irish, saw Notre Dame playing and stuck by his word. Now
for a national championship this his loyalty and leadership
year.
has led to a 12-0 season and
The Irish were not even ranked a berth in the BCS national
in the preseason AP top 25. Really championship game.
though they did not deserve to
The win at USC gave the
be.
Trojans their fifth loss of the
her second straight kill and
Notre Dame has given season making them one of
her 10th of the match — to us years of high hopes and
the most disappointing teams
put Armstrong up by two. disappointment. Every year they
in recent history. The win also
Each team traded side outs are ranked in the preseason and
helped clear the BCS picture and
until back-to-back kills by after the season they get the same
put an end to the chaos.
PBC Player of the Year Ashley overrated label.
Having Notre Dame football
Seal ended the match for the
In the offseason, starting back as a perennial powerhouse
Pirates.
quarterback Tommy Rees was has been great for ratings, but
Wolf hit .444 with 10 kills arrested and right before the first
also just good for football in
in the match and for the tour game of the year, starting running
general.
nament had 31 kills with only back Cierre Wood was suspended
The Irish stuck to the same
four errors in 51 attacks for a for violating team rules.
game plan all year. They played
.529 hitting percentage, also
So, the season already looked hard-nosed, helmet-smashing
adding six blocks in the cham like a disappointment right from
football to restore the glory of
pionship match and 13 blocks the start.
the Notre Dame Fighting Irish.
overall.
Senior outside hitter Jessica
Santaniello also added AllTournament honors, register
ing 15 kills on the afternoon.
Seal finished the day with a
match-high 16 kills, 36 assists
and seven digs while senior
Amanda Jones added 14 kills
and a .303 hitting percent
age. Freshman Abby Winsor
notched a match-high 15 digs.
Flagler was led by PBC AllTournament members Dianna
Craine's 15 kills, and Sophie
Meyer added 14 kills, hitting
.417, while Amelia Morgan
added a match-high 43 assists.
Armstrong
earns
the
Gina Ferazzi/Los Angeles Times/MCT
league's automatic bid into the
Notre Dame safety Zeke Motta (17) leaps over USC fullback Soma Vainuku
2012 NCAA Division II Vol (31) after Vainuku could not hang on to a fourth-down pass in the end
zone late in the fourth quarter at the Los Angeles Coliseum Nov. 24 in Los
leyball Championships.

BY DALTON JOHNSON
Sports Columnist

needed," Rimbert said.
Junior Stephenie Coney's
layup and Tyler Carlson's
outside shot contributed to
the quick second half doubledigit lead 45-35.
"As a team, we are still
focusing on playing hard and
smart for a solid 40 minutes
and not just playing in spurts,"
Rimbert said. "We are also still
focusing on playing together."
The Lady Pirates also
knocked down 6-of-ll threepointers after the break, while
holding Palm Beach Atlantic
to just 38 percent from the
floor after intermission.

The Sailfish never came
within six point, of the Pirates
after the 13:32 when junior
Tori Klewicki-McNutt took
the breaks off with a threepointer beginning an all out
scoring blaze.
"Best parf of the game was
having us all together fighting
for each other no matter
what and getting the win,"
Klewicki-McNutt said.
Davis lead the Lady Pirates
collecting 23 points going
8-of-13 shooting dropping
7-of-12 attempts from the
outside.
Klewicki-Mcnutt
contributed 13 points while

Pirates outlast Flagler, 3-2, for PBC Tournament title
SPORTS COMMUNICATIONS
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. —
The Armstrong volleyball
squad hit'.455 in the pivotal
fifth set to capture the 2012
Peach Belt Conference vol
leyball tournament champi
onship Nov. 18 with a 3-2 win

over Flagler College in St. Au
gustine, Fla. Set scores were:
15-25, 25-18, 25-19, 21-25,
15-12.
third for the Pirates (32-5) in
school history and the first
since 2008. Armstrong had
matched up with the Saints

Sports Communications

(22-10) in each of the last
three PBC Tournament finals
but had fallen each time to
Flagler before Nov. 18's vic
tory Armstrong''also captured
the PBC Tournament title in
2002 and, since Flagler joined
the league in 2009, the Pirates
had not beaten the Saints at
Flagler Gymnasium in four
tries.
Flagler hit .258 in the first
set and rode a raucous home
crowd to the first-set win.
Armstrong battled back in the
second set, however, behind
PBC Tournament MVP Brit
tany Wolf, who had seven kills
with no errors in 10 attacks in
the first two sets combined.
The Pirates took two sets to
one lead by hitting a phenom
enal .500 in the third set with
17 kills and only three er
rors in 28 attacks. The Saints
scored the first five points of
the fourth set and rode that
advantage to force a fifth set.
A back-and-forth final set
saw the key play happen with
the Pirates leading, 11-10. A
dig by the Pirates went into
the low-hanging rafters, and
Wolf played the ball over the
net out of the ceiling to keep
the point alive, then came
back and notched the kill —

CA
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Angeles, Calif. Notre Dame defeated the Trojans, 22-13.
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Opinions and Editorials
The Inkwell

Thanksgiving yields to consumerism
BY MIKE CHOROMANSKI
layout.inkwell@gmail.com

I like Black Friday.
Every year since I was a kid,
I have always looked forward
to waking up before dawn on
the day after Thanksgiving and
joining the mass of holiday
shoppers
It's not about the corporate
hypnotism, and I hardly buy
anything. I just love hanging out
with my family and experiencing
the chaos of the start of the
holiday shopping season for the
sheer entertainment value.
My general tradition goes like
this:
After
enjoying
the
Thanksgiving festivities, my
family members and I go to bed
early. We get about five hours of

sleep, play hilarious pranks on
each other as we wake up at 2
a.m., and then drive around from
store to store and watch as people
go nuts over getting 75 percent
off of designer jeans.
After about seven to ten hours
of this, we will go back home and
crash.
It's a simple tradition, but it is
fun, and I enjoy it.
But as much as I like Black
Friday, I love Thanksgiving.
Besides Christmas, Thanksgiving
is my favorite holiday — I look
forward to the food, togetherness,
love and the interesting dynamic
that develops as a result of loved
ones coming together.
In the past few years,
however, Black Friday has been
slowly but surely creeping into
Thanksgiving's calendar real
estate.
Over the past few years, more
and more stores have been
choosing to open at 12 a.m.
Friday morning instead of the
usual 3 a.m. to 4 a.m.
Whether it is to get half-off
shoes or the new 3-D TV, I have
noticed more and more people
each year lining up early and

Photo by Mike Choromanski

Shoppers camp out in tents while waiting in line at the Atlanta
Highway Best Buy in Athens, Ga., Nov. 22 at 2 p.m.

sitting outside places like Best
Buy and various malls.
Last year, I even saw some
people eating Thanksgiving
dinner while standing in line.
This year was even worse.
I spent my Thanksgiving in
Athens, as usual, and noticed
many more stores opened at
midnight. There were people
camped outside of Best Buy and
nearly every other store in the
Georgia Square Mall.
Walmart also kicked-off many
of their "doorbuster" sales as
early as 8 p.m. on Thursday.
This year I was rudely woken

Where should conservatives sit?
BY MICHAEL MARTIN
Staff Columnist

institution where two people enter
into a committed partnership to
take on the extra burden of raising
the nation's next generation of
citizens.
Since heterosexual relationships
are the physiological basis for
society and marriage an institution
whereby two individuals devote
themselves to the nutritional,
moral and educational upbringing
of young citizens, conservatives
believe the moral and logical
role of the federal government
In my last column, I discussed and constitution is to foster an
the libertarian alternative to the environment for such partnerships
Republican Party — a fiscally
and related functions through tax
conservative yet socially liberal breaks and potential incentives.
philosophy inclined towards
In light of conservative
minimal federal government —
philosophy
and
marriage,
that might appeal to independents critics have implied such views
and moderate liberals.
are intolerant and morally
In this column, I'll explain the condemnable as they exclude
conservative alternative and what same-sex marriage in their
some people believe to be the roots definition.
of Republican ideology, a balance
But, such a criticism — as
between liberty and morality.
championed by the current
Though the catch phrase Democratic Party — implies
"liberty"
heralded
by
the marriage is only possible through
Libertarians
may
initially an official endorsement by the
entice undecided voters, those - federal government.
who understand politics as a
Such is not the case.
complicated and sophisticated
In fact, libertarian Republicans
equilibrium between principles hope to remove tire government's
and policies might give way to role
in
defining
marriage
conservatism.
altogether under the assumption
Since both groups lean toward
marriage is first a private and
small federal government and less personal agreement between two
federal economic regulation, the free people apart from government
main contention between the two recognition and endorsement.
lies between their divergent views
The only difference between
on social issues.
libertarians and conservatives is
Although both libertarians where the libertarians want to
and conservatives value freedom, remove government altogether
conservatives believe the federal from
defining
marriage,
government plays a bigger role conservatives want to create
in defining life, marriage and policies that would help parents
their respective views on national raise healthy and hardworking
security.
citizens.
Social conservatives believe the
As for intolerance, conservative
Constitution should be amended
philosophy allowsfor personal and
so as to define the institution of private relationships apart from the
marriage solely between one male law, whether of a platonic or sexual
and one female.
nature. Furthermore, marriage is
Due to the success of not the only relationship under
conservative
critics,
many which a• child may be born as I
have come to a short-sighted stated above.
understanding of conservative
Therefore, such conservative
views on marriage.
views are not intolerant as they
Most conservatives believe do not criminalize other forms of
marriage should be exclusive to romantic relationships or private
heterosexual relationships because relationships in general.
it is through such relationships that
However, marriage is an
society is made possible. And since institution the federal government
not all heterosexual relationships should recognize to aid in the
are monogamous and committed, mutual patriotic efforts of its
conservatives make distinctions citizens.
between marriage and other
And with the government's
heterosexual relationships of a
role in defining marriage, so must
sexual nature.
follow the role of government in
Marriage, in theory, is a sacred defining life.

This is another area where
conservative critics have horribly
misrepresented their opponents.
Although some conservatives
allow for fewer instances of
abortive exceptions to their
predominately pro-life paradigm,
I have yet to meet one prolifer who believes the life of the
mother should come second to
the life of the child.
Many conservatives have
argued, however, such instances
of
maternal
endangerment
are extremely rare given the
advances in medicine and such
an issue suffers from
hyperrepresentation.
A number of conservatives
consider rape and incest as valid
exceptions in their philosophies.
Conservatives
believe
pregnancy and childbirth are
generally good and natural but
should be forced on no one.
Therefore, pregnancies that result
from force and violence can be
left up to the mother.
But on the flip side, since
conception is the beginning of
a human life and pregnancy
the inevitable and natural
development of that life — given
the course of nature undeterred
— that life should be protected
especially as it is not a threat to
the existence of the mother nor
was the resultant pregnancy the
consequence of any subversion
of the mother's volition in the
conception of the child.
As for security, conservatives
generally believe in a strong
military presence abroad, but
not necessarily an active one.
Libertarians, on the other hand,
hold the military presence abroad
should be minimized.
In the end, I agree with the
conservative philosophy because
it affirms moral and financial
responsibility while also allowing
for personal freedom
inside
certain reasonable parameters.
Liberty and freedom have
become empty catch phrases
but were once held in a
delicate balance, dictated by an
intellectual' and moral dialogue
concerning obligations higher
than those of our freedoms.
Conservatism
represents
a
rigorous
synthesis
between
liberty and responsibility, a
people and its government.
For more information, I
recommend the debates between
anything by Alan Keyes but
especially his respective debates
with Barack Obama for Illinois
Senate seat and Alan Dershowitz.

at 1 a.m., the earliest I've ever
woken up for Black Friday —
yeah, I know, I'm softcore.
Anyway, the first
place I
went was the mall. It was fun
to run around and see people
trampling each other on steps
and to look at people and
imagine the thought process
it takes them to walk into
Hollister. But only for so long.
After my 5 a.m. breakfast at
IHOP, I noticed crowds had
died down significantly, but the
cause was no mystery to me.
Why would there be crowds
at dawn when all the true

bargain hunters got their
merchandise at midnight?
In fact, after 6 a.m., the only
stores that still had larger-thanaverage crowds were stores that
opened later in the day.
I'm not upset my Black Friday
tradition is getting boring earlier
and earlier in the day. Even if I
did actually take it that seriously,
it's something that could be easily
rectified by simply waking up
earlier or not sleeping at all.
What I believe to be truly
tragic is the fact there are people
camped outside of stores on
Thursday or earlier, herded like
animals to a trough, when they
could be spending Thanksgiving
with their loved ones.
I could blame corporations
for their stranglehold on human
behavior and their desire to herd
holiday shoppers like livestock,
but the true blame is with the
people who choose to take the
corporate bait year after year.
It seems every time retailers
set a more ridiculous bar for
holiday consumerism shoppers
blindly follow.
Even fish know to ignore bait
sometimes.

What is perhaps the saddest
part of all there weren't even
any good deals this year.
I don't buy into a lot of
American propaganda, but I
do believe on Thanksgiving,
people should be with their
families if they possibly can.
I believe togetherness and
love are more important than
getting a couple hundred
dollars off of a 72-inch
television.
Until people learn how to
avoid giving into materialistic
and corporate temptations, I
fear Thanksgiving will continue
to be threatened by Black
Friday's never ending sprawl.
I'm not stupid. I'm not
trying to stop the corporate
machine that
keeps our
economy alive, and if you have
to work or genuinely have no
ability to be with family then
that's different. However, I
do cordially ask people avoid
giving Black Friday more
territory by refusing to line up
at stores on Thanksgiving Day.
Preserving the sanctity of
the holidays starts with choices
made by consumers.

Finals: welcome relief or
pre-holiday nightmare
BY HENRY ANCHETA
Staff columnist
It is almost December and
final exams and projects are
around the corner. Anxiety
always occurs as semesters come
and go. The one thing constant
is the inevitable examination
period, which brings, to say the
least, stress and frustration.
However, finals are a good
way to feel rewarded for a job
well done. They are also an
opportunity to reflect on weak
areas of our academic progress
to see where we really suck.
For some students what
matters at this point in time
is their GPA. For others, it is
the progressive achievement
of finishing school as soon as
possible.
Others on the other hand
couldn't care less ifthey are above
mediocrity or not. Some care for
school as an experimental trial
on whether they like school or
not. There are others, however,
who depend on scholarships for
their success and care for their
studies only because they must.
I wonder if there are any
students out there who care for
their studies because they love
what they study.
Personally, I am getting in
the mindset of liking my major.
Though English is sort of a
yahoo field for most people,
I like to think without proper
communication none of the
areas in the academic world will
be successful, much less have
a triumphal development for
others to follow.
Liking college was not so for
me during the beginning of
my studies. I started as a math
major, only to discover that

MCT

math and I were not best pals.
And I received straight As for a
while, until that last class I took
in which I got an F.
Upcoming examinations are
likely to challenge many of us
on whether we are pursuing
our respective callings or we are
simply following what we think
is our proper vocations. Who
is to know exactly what their
calling is?
One way Armstrong helps
with this dilemma is by offering
an objective orientation at the
career center where counselors
sit with students and have
them fill
surveys with as
much information as possible,
and then students receive an
orientation for what seems
their proper path. Students see
in black and white how strong
their areas of interest are and
which ones show weakness.

Students should not rely
on paper assessments only to
discover what their true calling
is. They should consult with
friends and relatives on how
and why some areas of their
profession can be fun. In my
case, I like the idea of wisdom
behind literature, and that is
why I think I am going to be
okay with my major.
No career or journey comes
without sacrifice. In our case,
examinations are happening
now.
They may be for many the
nightmare before Christmas or
for others a holiday.
Either
way, finals
are
inevitable.
So, I leave you in this ending
year with the words of many of
my military trainers from the
Army:
"Suck it up and carry on."

Letter to the Editor:
Inkwell Editorial Staff,
I would like to thank Mike
Chormoanski for the excellent
advice that he shared with his
fellow stu dents regarding how to
deal with registration anxiety. It
was a wonderful example of how
shared experiences and lessons
learned can be used to make a
positive impact on what is being
perceived as a negative situation.

As the new Associate Vice
President of Enrollment Services
here at Armstrong, I encourage all
Armstrong students to incorporate
his recommendations into your
preparation for registration. I
also welcome any feedback and/
or suggestions from students
regarding how the university can
better facilitate the registration
process for you - including what
you think is working.

OITS &,

ecessa

Again, thank you for sharing
this important information. I
look forward to partnering with
Armstrong students in turning
"registration anxiety" into a
"registration celebration" of your
progress towards graduation.
Regards,
Dr. Patrice Black Mitchell
Associate Vice President for
Enrollment Services
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1 Thanksgiving veggie
2 Lactovegetarian
3 One way to relieve pentup emotion
4 Like some pools
5 Majority
6 Suffix with myth
7 OXY target
8 "Shame on you!"
9 Bakery lure
10 Spellbound
11 Civil War weapon
12 School fundraiser
13 Hunting dogs pick them
up
21 Aye's opposite
22 Novelist Bret Easton
23 Shoemaker's holemaker
24 Hawaii's Mauna
28 Chicken
29 Whichever
30 Aqua
. : platinum
dissolver
32 Great Lakes prov.
35 Spring tide counterpart
36 Quilting party
37 Ahead of schedule
38 Plate cleaner, at times
39 Top-selling Toyota
40 Tolkien's Shire dwellers
42 Petrarchan works
43 "Good Will Hunting"
director Van Sant
44 Test, as one's patience
45 Lynx family member
46 Unauthorized user?
47"
out!"
48 Stickups
51 Dean Martin's "That's
54 Reserve
55 Starlet's goal
56 Homer's "Iliad," for one
57 "Hud" director Martin
61 Forever and a day
62 AWOLs avoid them

1 Jellystone Park bear
5 Mazda roadster
10 Pre-K basics
14 Mary Kay competitor
15 Crop up
16 Female WWII gp.
17
ring
18 Cub-turned-radio cohost Ron
19 Thornfield Hall
governess
20 *"l'm counting on you!"
23 Foil giant
25 Chi.-based flier
26 Rebellious Turner
27 "Nervous Nellie
31 Wind-borne silt deposit
33 Set (down)
34 Suffix with hero
35 Last inning, usually
36 ""By all means!"
39 Miserly
41 "
little teapot..."
42 Rank above cpl.
45 Unhappy spectator
46 "Bar's business booster,
in theory
49 Saturn, for one
50 SoCal ball club, on
scoreboards
52 Teeny-tiny
53 Singer of the feel-good
a cappella #1 hit whose
title begins the answers to
starred clues
58 Madison Avenue award
59 Congo creature with
notable stripes
60 Look (like)
63 Vocal quartet member
64 Send payment
65 Sporty car roof
66 Piece of work
67 Like a Siberian Husky's
ears
68 W-2 IDs
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Kakuro is a logic puzzle often referred to as a mathematical transliteration of
a crossword. The object of the puzzle is to insert a number from one to nine
into each white cell. The sum of the numbers in each column or row will be
equal to the number in the clue box associated with it. Clues for rows are at the
top of clue boxes while clues for columns reside at the bottom. No digit can be
duplicated in any entry.

Mmmm

MEMA SERVICE?

SCHILLER • CRAVENS

©201? .lav .Schiller ft Gran Cravens
MCT

MCT

Answers to this wee k's Inkwe ll crossw ord
puzzle, sudoku and kakuro can be found
on TheInkwellOnline.com.
Cartoons by M CT.
Sudoku and Kakur o by Bri ttany Cook.

Crossword courtesy of Los A ngeles Times/
MCT.
%Any opinions ex pressed by carto onists do
not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell
editorial board.
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'Lincoln' brings history to life
BY TODD PERKINS
Staff Columnist
Filmmaker Steven Spielberg
is known for making films of
epic proportions. He created
a monstrous great white shark
in 'Jaws," brought dinosaurs
back to life in "Jurassic Park,"
and put viewers in the middle
of a battle of WWII in "Saving
Private Ryan."
However, his latest project
may be his most ambitious
work to date. Making a
historical biopic is daunting
enough, but Spielberg's latest
film sets , out to actualize
Abraham Lincoln on film.
Many may consider this
a near impossible task, but
Spielberg smartly chose Daniel
Day-Lewis to play the title
role. The team of Spielberg,
Day-Lewis and writer Tony
Kushner breathe life into one
of the most revered presidents
in U.S. history.
Rather than examining
the entire life of Lincoln,
Spielberg and Kushner focus
on the last four months of
Lincoln's life. Ending the Civil
War and passing the 13th
amendment are among the
highlights of Lincoln's legacy,
and the film is as concerned
with entertaining audiences as
it is educating them.
Spielberg is known for
his visual flair for action
sequences, but the duration
of this film takes place in
darkened rooms in the White
House and the House of
Representatives. With the
exception of an opening battle
sequence, Spielberg relies on
dialogue and story to drive his
film.
Kushner, a Pulitzer Prize

winning playwright, mixes
his original dialogue with
Lincoln's own words and does
so seemlessly. The sets are
grand without ever becoming
too extravagant or distracting,
and John Williams' score
subtly adds emotion and
tension to scenes without ever
overpowering other elements
of the movie.
Spielberg, who is often
criticized for
being
too
sentimental in films like "War
Horse," allows the film to be
emotional and moving while
also remaining grounded. This
is arguably his greatest film in
a decade.
As great as the talent is
behind the camera, the film
truly belongs to the stellar
performances on screen. DayLewis continues to amaze
viewers with his talent, having
portrayed radically different
characters in previous films
such as "My Left Foot," "Gangs
of New York" a nd "There Will
Be Blood," and he may have
topped himself with the role of
Lincoln.
He completely inhabits the
role, and it becomes easy for
the viewer to forget they are
watching an actor and simply
believe they are watching
Honest Abe. It is one of the
most impressive performances
of the year and will surely
be recognized during awards
season.
Sally Field is not the obvious
choice for playing Mary Todd
Lincoln, known for being
emotionally unstable, but she is
superb and surprisingly perfect
for the part.
There are many scene stealers
like James Spader and David
Strathairn as W.N. Bilbo and

William
Seward;
however, it is
Tommy
Lee
Jones
as
Thaddeus
Stevens
that makes
the greatest
impact.
Jones has been
coasting
along
making
safe
choices in movies
like "Captain America:
The First Avenger," and
it is good to see him in
something worthwhile again.
Day-Lewis, Field and Jones,
three terrific actors, all give
superb performances that
should not be missed.
This is an important film
that is respectful of Lincoln but
is not afraid to showcase his
shortcomings and humanize
him. "Lincoln" is powerfully
moving and thrilling to watch,
even though the final outcome
is revealed in history books.
Spielberg fans — or those in
awe of Day-Lewis's talent —
won't regret watching a single

minute of its
150-minute
running
time.
This is
elegant
MCT
film
that
offers a glimpse into the inner
workings of one of the most
celebrated men in American
history.

Silver screen
4.5 out of 5 top hats

1111J

Directed by Steven Spielberg
Produced by Dreamworks Pictures, Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and
Reliance Entertainment
Starring Daniel Day-Lewis, Sally Field, David Strathairn, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, James
Spader, Hal Holbrook and Tommy Lee Jones
Rated"PG-13"for Intense Scene of War Violence, Brief Strong Language and Some
Images of Carnage
Now showing at Spotlight Theaters Eisenhower Square Cinema 6, Regal Savannah
Stadium 10 and Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12

How fashion affected human history
BY TISH WELLS
McClatchy Newspapers
It's always fun to find a
book that is one-stop holiday
shopping for both newcomer
and expert, especially when
the book is full of history and
photographs.
Susan Brown, a consultant
with
the
Smithsonian's
Cooper-Hewitt,
National
Design Museum, edited the
coffee-table book "Fashion:
The Definitive History of
Costume and Style." For
anyone with a casual interest
in clothing, a browse through
its 480 pages will give a lesson
how fashion affected human
history.
For experts, it can be used as
a reference book. For example,
do you remember who Biba
was? "Less a label, more a way
of life, the influential Biba
brand of the 1960s and '70s
blazed a trail for young, hip
fashion and the affordable
boutique."

Full pages are devoted to
fashion
icons.
Alexander
McQueen.
Coco
Chanel.
Elizabeth I of England. Eleanor
of Aquitaine. Nefertiti. All of
these people were influential
whether royalty or creators of
fashion for royalty. Their styles
were followed by millions.
"Fashion" has 10 sections,
each beginning with a useful
timeline.
Prehistory
starts
with
the first clothing, a leather
animal hide, and ends with
Byzantinium. The "Scythian
rider on horseback ... from a
5th-4th century BCE carpet
found in Siberia" has curved
moustaches like evil villains in
an old West television program.
A pottery warrior from China,
circa 210 BCE wears a scarf —
"one of the earliest examples of
men's neckware."
"Downton Abbey" fans will
enjoy the spread of "1900-1914
Evening and Tea gowns" — all
of which would fit in on the
show.

One special treat within
each section is an example
of clothing as done by a
modern
reconstruction
dressmaker. For example, a
two-page spread shows an
1891 Reception Dress." The
outfit has a lace jabot, damask
underdress,
golden
silk
train, a long velvet coat with
gathered tucked sleeves and a
tightly laced corset binding in
a very narrow waist. It looks
stunningly uncomfortable.
Men are not ignored.
There are many examples of
menswear through the ages:
Roman togas, stuffed doublets
with tight hose and codpieces,
the leather jackets and jeans of
1960s rebels and examples of
current designer Tom Ford —
better known at the moment
as the man who dressed the
latest "James Bond" (Daniel
Craig,) in "Skyfall."
What is lacking in "Fashion"
is any culture other than
Western. There are references
to Arabic styles, the Japanese

influence of the late 1800s,
but in general this vast book
covers only Western culture.
Trends become clear as you
read through history.
The lower classes usually
had
more
comfortable
clothing. Women's legs were
covered, uncovered, covered
— most of the time they
were hidden. Big shouldered
jackets didn't start with 1980s
"Dynasty": in 1533 Holbein
the Young painted a French
ambassador whose "round
puffed sleeves create massive
shoulders."
Egypt has been rediscovered
by Western fashion several
times over the centuries,
most notably by fashionistas
in the early 1800s, and the
"Egyptomania" that "gripped
fashion design of the 1930s."
Likewise with Greece where
classic draped gowns have
reappeared on celebrity red
carpets.
Everything old is new again.

Helen Mirren reveals
genius of Hitchcock
BY ROGER MOORE
McClatchy-Tribune News
Service
It's been 30 years since
Alfred Hitchcock died, and
more than 50 years since
his most famous film —
"Psycho." So while his name,
reputation and image remain
in the public consciousness,
generations have grown up
not knowing much more than
that about him.
And if casual film fans
don't know Sir Alfred well,
they certainly know even less
about his wife, Alma Reville.
His one-time boss, his editor,
confidante and sounding
board, Alma steps into the
spotlight in the glamorous
form of Dame Helen Mirren
in "Hitchcock," the new film
about Hitch (Sir Anthony
Hopkins) and the making of
"Psycho."
"She's not been forgotten by
those who study Hitchcock
intently," Mirren said. "But
the general public never
knew of her role in his work,
his career. They didn't even
know her enough to make her
the 'forgotten heroine' of his
career."
Stephen Rebello, in his
book,
"Alfred
Hitchcock
and the Making of 'Psycho,'"
calls her "the exacting Mrs.
Hitchcock," the first person
Alfred had to impress and
please with any film idea, the
sharp-eyed editor who spied
Janet Leigh taking a "gulp"
when she was supposed to be
dead in the shower scene in
"Psycho."
"She worked side by side
with him for his whole career,"
said screenwriter John J.
McLaughlin ("Black Swan"),
who used Rebello's book as
the basis for the "Hitchcock"
script. "It's very common
in this business too. If you
have a spouse, you run your
work or work you plan to do
by them. You let them read
the script before it goes out,
you ask them questions as
you're editing. You want their
feedback."
Mirren, 67 and married to
a famous filmmaker (Taylor
Hackford)
herself,
knew
"nothing of Alma's importance
to his creative process.
Hitchcock
undoubtedly
was that brilliant auteurish
filmmaker
everyone
says he was. But it would be
interesting, don't you think,
to see what Hitchcock's
movies would have been like
WITHOUT Alma. They might
still have been wonderful, but
certainly they wouldn't have
been quite as tight and smart
as they were."
McLaughlin can't recall ever
"seeing this sort of creative
relationship before" on the
screen. But Mirren can.

"I played Sofia Tolstoy [in
'The Last Station'] and even
in that art form, where the
novelist is a singular voice,
you can see that he benefited
from
that
editor,
that
consistent editing voice who
keeps the artist on message.
Sofia did that for Leo and was
incredibly influential on his
work And again, she's been
written out of history, like
Alma."
McLaughlin built Alma's
role up in the script for
"Hitchcock" once the Oscarwinning star of "The Queen"
was floated as a possible
co-star, "because you've got
to give someone of Helen
Mirren's stature something
interesting to play."
Though the film takes
liberties with Hitchcock's
battle with the flu during the
filming of "Psycho," putting
Alma on the set, directing in
his stead and invents a possible
romantic dalliance of her
own to match her husband's
fetishizing his blonde leading
ladies, McLaughlin didn't
have to invent much to put the
director's "toughest audience"
front and center in the film.
And the relationship he
captures couldn't have been
an easy one in real life.
"If I was a director and I
was constantly working with
beautiful women, I think I
know how my wife would
respond — 'May be you should
do a film with an ugly little
old man,"' McLaughlin laughs.
"But Alma let him do his
thing, even if it was hard for
her to be two steps back, out
of the limelight, seeing this
obsession of his. That's to her
credit and why she deserves
credit, too."
A muse, Mirren said "is
person outside who inspires
you. But Alma was this handson partner in the work, an
editor. Having done two films
with women as the editors
behind great men, I think that
women, plainly, make very
good editors — film editors
and book editors. And since
the success of a book or a
film often comes down to
judicial editing, that's another
endorsement."
If
"Hitchcock"
sends
people out to rent "Psycho"
to try and recall what all
the fuss was about with this
ground-breaking, censorshipshattering horror film, that's
to be expected, McLaughlin
said.
And
if
Mirren's
performance in it sends film
buffs back to their Hitchcock
libraries, maybe to re-read this
biography or that one, that's a
good thing, too, Mirren said.
"An awful lot of film critics
ought to know a lot more
about Alma, too, I think."

• 1/4 cup of butter
• 1 (14 ounce) can of
sweetened condensed milk
• 1(15 ounce) can of
pumpkin
• '3 eggs
• 1/4 cup of maple syrup
• 1 1/2 teaspoon of ground
cinnamon

Maple Glaze:
• 1 cup of whipping cream
• 3/4 cup of maple syrup
Cinnamon Whipped Cream:
• 2 cups of whipping cream
• 1/4 cup of sugar
• 1 1/2 teaspoon of ground
cinnamon
• 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla extract

$10 for 2: Pumpkin Cheesecake
By Vincent Haines
photo.inkwell@gmail.com
Thanksgiving, the kickoff
to the holiday season, is a
wonderful time of the year.
It's a time full of lots of
good food and fun, but I have
found that the menu can get
really repetitive.
Every year it seems to be the
same old green bean casserole
and macaroni and cheese.
Last year I decided I wanted
something a little different,
so I came up with a sort of
revamped pumpkin pie, only
I turned it into a cheesecake.
The only catch with
this recipe is it isn't under
$10. However, it makes a
wonderful holiday treat with
a little twist that is sure to be
different from the same old
same old holiday fare.

Directions:
1. Mix the melted butter, sugar and graham cracker crumbs in a
bowl. Then, in a glass 9" x 13" baking pan, use a fork to spread the
graham cracker mixture down into a thin flat layer.
2. In a large bowl, mix the softened cream cheese until fluffy.
Then add the sweetened condensed milk, pumpkin, eggs, maple
syrup and cinnamon and mix well. Pour into the glass pan.
3. Bake at 325 degrees for 45 minutes or until the center appears
solid when the pan is shaken.
Now, to make the glaze:
4. In a saucepan combine the whipping cream and maple syrup.
Boil and cook down for ten to fifteen minutes until it's thickened.
Let the mixture cool for a few minutes and then spread over the
cheesecake.
5. Put the cheesecake in the fridge for four hours.
Before you serve it, make the cinnamon whipped cream to put on
the cheesecake:
6. In a medium size mixing bowl, whip the whipping cream until
peaks start to show (basically when it starts resembling whipped
cream more than a liquid) and then add the sugar, cinnamon and
vanilla.
7. Serve and enjoy!

Ingredients:
(occurs in three parts)
Cheesecake
• 1 1/4 cups of graham
cracker crumbs
• 1/4 cup of sugar
• 3 (8 ounce) packages of
cream cheese

{SUNDAY - THURSDAY 12 AM}

{FRIDAY - SATURDAY 1 AM}

912-920-5050
13015 ABERCORN STREET
,
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Over 1000 turn out for
4th annual Turkey Trot

One Hour of Pool
& Pitcher of Beer
Tournaments, Food, and Fun
Thursday Night Coiiege Night with $6 Pitchers
Free 1/2 hr, of pool with lunch between 1 - 3 pm
Photo courtesy of Daryle-Lynn Roberts
Participants of Savannah's 4th annual Turkey Trot gather in Daffin Park Nov. 24.

BY KATIE BALCOM
Sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Wednesday Night Ladies Night

Runners of all ages braved the cold
weather Nov. 24th for the 4th annual
Turkey Trot held in Daffin Park
Participants gathered on Victory Drive
to run in support of the United Way of
the Coastal Empire — a local non-profit
organization serving the greater Savannah
area.
"We have been hosting the turkey trot
for 11 years but have hosted the Turkey
Trot in Daffin Park for the last four years,"
said Executive Director Gregg Schroeder.
The race kicked off at 8:30 a.m. hosting
runners of all experience levels and age
groups on a four-milerun and walk
"It is a ran event. There are some serious
runners in the front of the line but for the
vast majority, it is a family day. It's for the
kids, parents and grandparents to get out
to do the walkor run"
Katie Kimsey, 23, came out to support
the race for the family environment
"I signed up because my little b rother
had never run a 5k before and he wanted
to do one with me," Kimsey said. "The best
part was crossing the finish line and seeing
if I beat my previous times."
United Way started the event in 2002
with 300 runners and hit over 1200 in
2011. Volunteers checked in 1000-1100
runners this year to.
"We got 120 volunteers," Schroeder
said." We are alway s looking for an extra
hand and volunteers. All volunteers can

Heels

Friday Buy one Well Drink Get one for $1
Pool Leagues Mon - Thurs.

go online to HandsonSavannah.org to
register for future volunteer opportunities
with United Way. It's a great way to give
back to the community"
The Turkey Trot is a lighthearted event
kicking off a day of thanks. Baked goods
were d onated for runners to take home
after the race.
"We had a runner cream another
runner with one of the donated coconut
creme pies while running the race today'
Schroeder said.
Getting the turkey to dress up is the
craziest thing that we make happen at the
race. For future races the possibility of a
real turkey beginning the race is on the
agenda for next year.
"We got all ages here and we are just
enjoying the day' Schroedersaid.

13051 Abercorn Street Savannah
Across from AASU
912 - 925 - 5398

I think I need to go see a Dr.

FROM PAGE 1

marathon was revamped and obstacles
were incorporated. They were expected
to jump rope five times, run around a
cone three times, spin three times and
return to the starting point.
The race began, and the heeled men
took off — some with a shakystart. Many
tripped and fell, and the struggle was
evident.
The crowd cheered as Casey
Herrington, a junior economics major,
ran through the finish tape.
"I didn't think Iwould win," Herrington

said. "I was doing it for the good cause."
Bystander Eric Cassell enjoyed the
event.
"I feel that the proceeds went to a
wonderful cause, an d the gentleman in
this have no shame, no shame," j unior
Cassell said.
When asked about this allegation,
Herrington laughed.
"I would agree, we are all just having a
good time," he said.
Overall the event was a success, $125
was raised for the hospital.

Are you okay?

Don't feel good :(

Go to St. Joseph's/Candler
Immediate Care.
Call m e after you see
the doctor. Love you.

THE INKWELL
Is now accepting applications for

Sports Editor

Thx mom.

and

Layout Editor

for spring 2012

Those interested should email Chief.lnlmwli@gmaH.com or turn in a
Student Leadership Application to Memorial College Center room 201.
Students interested in applying for layout editor must have basic graphic
design experience and be familiar with Adobe InDesign.
Students interested in applying for sports editor must have bask writing
ability and knowfege of sports.

No matter what's
wrong, let us take
good care of you.
ft

STloseph'sjCand!er

Immediate Care
Savannah - Midtown

361 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 31406
p - 912-355-6221
getlMMEDlATEauv.com

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED MINUTES FROM AASU.
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT.
HOURS:

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Most insurance accepted - bring your insurance card and Driver's
License. Please call with co-pay and insurance questions.
Cash patients also welcome.

